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Order in Adding

1  How many treats are in each party bag?

2  Which equations does this show?

3  Match the pairs that are equal equations.

4  Complete the equations.

5  Which images answer the question?

6  Matching equations.

+  with many hints, answer keys, and solution approaches for all tasks

The complete package, including all tasks, hints, solutions, and solution
approaches, is available to all subscribers of sofatutor.com
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How many treats are in each party bag?
Select the answer that shows the total.

Mr. Squeaks and Imani put some star and heart stickers into party bags.

How many stickers were in each bag?

Look at the image to solve the problem.
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1. Hint

Count how many heart stickers there are and how many star stickers there are, then add these together.

2. Hint

Count how many stickers there are in total on the tens frames.

Our hints for the tasks
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Answer key: B

There are 8 star stickers and 9 heart stickers.
In total there are 17 stickers.
8 + 9 = 17
9 + 8 = 17

Solutions and solution approaches for the tasks
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